Report on National Apiculture Multi-stakeholders Platform 16th April 2015
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Summary of the agreed upon issues of the national MSP as of 16 April 2015
a) On popularizing the national beekeepers training and extension manual
ToTs
 Members interested in being trained as TOTs to contribute to training cost as
maybe determined by MAAIF and TUNADO
 MAAIF and TUNADO to certify the trainees as national trainers and have their
names published on the MAAIF and TUNADO website as certified national
trainers in apiculture.
 TUNADO members agreed to nominate their staff as trainees for TOTs
b) On marketing platform
National honey week






All exhibitors at the 6th national honey week to put on TUNADO branded T-shirts
National honey week‟s activities should include outreach to school children to
interest them in beekeeping at a tender age.
Visitors should not pay entrance fees because honey week is still being
popularized.
Packaging materials
Packaging container to be redesigned to make it suitable for honey by removing
corners and make smaller versions of it as well and include food grade label on
it.

c) On apiculture business development services
Awarding best apiaries
 Members reviewed the selection criteria for awarding best apiaries and
appended scores to every sub-section of the criteria and suggested
organisations that should be on the inspection committee (MAAIF, TUNADO,
Trainers)



Loaning
Members to be informed when the apiculture financial product is developed and
funds have been disbursed to the selected financial institution
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1.0 Background
The practice of holding a National Apiculture Multi-stakeholder Platform started in 2007
with initial support from SNV, Bees for Development, MAAIF and Uganda Export
Promotion Board. Initially, the concept that started in humble mood later demonstrated
capacity to be the strongest avenue through which sector issues can be discussed and
solutions found with all the stakeholders who include Government, Private sector,
primary value chain actors and development partners. The MSP remains a leveled
platform for discussing sector issues without pointing fingers. Members learn from each
other‟s challenges in executing various projects at different levels of honey value chain
and policy issues. The MSP has already yielded sustainable results for the sector and
the notable ones being the harmonized sector, Annual National Honey Week Event and
the development of National Apiculture Beekeepers Training and Extension Manual and
as a result, MSPs are known as avenues for developing sector priorities and for
measuring sector achievements.
In 2014, an End of Year National Apiculture MSP was conducted on 28 th November
2014 with support from Swisscontact Uganda, SNV, MAAIF and Trias Uganda. The
focus was to develop sector priority areas for 2015, issues that constituted the agenda
for the beginning of 2015 MSP.
This report therefore provides the outcomes from the Apiculture MSP meeting which
took place on 16th April 2015 at the Uganda National Farmers Federation (UNFFE) main
hall. With support from Swisscontact Uganda, Oxfam Novib and MAAIF, the workshop
was convened in order to update sector players on the progress of the prioritised issues
for 2015 and seek input from MSP members on the way forward. Specifically, the MSP
solicited input from stakeholders on how to roll out ToTs using national beekeepers
training and extension manual, agreed on criteria for awarding best apiculture
enterprises in each of the seven sub-regions of Uganda, reviewed the 6th national honey
week concept and came up with a final concept which would be used for resource
mobilisation, and members were informed of the credit facility under Enabling Synergies
between Organised Enterprising People (ESOEP-Trias funded project) and
Strengthening the Apiculture Value Chain for Improved Livelihoods in Uganda (SAILUganda-Oxfam funded project) contribution towards the loaning scheme for members.
1.1 Planned Output of the MSP were:The planned output included the following;
1 Final plan on rolling out Training of Trainers using simplified version of the national
beekeepers training and extension manual
2 Criteria for awarding best apiculture enterprises in each of the seven sub-regions in
the country agreed upon.
3 Final input to the honey week concept for 2015
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4 Information on the ESO-EP and SAIL-Uganda particularly on the financial part (loan
to the value chain actors)
2.0 Organisation of the Workshop
The workshop was consultative in nature and ran under three major sessions including
popularizing the national beekeepers training and extension manual, the marketing
platform of the National Honey week and finally discussed Apiculture business
development services. It started with TUNADO ED welcoming stakeholders to the
workshop and taking them through the end of 2014 MSP resolutions.
2.1 Reflection on MSP Agreed Sector Priority Issues for 2015
The Executive Director Mr. Dickson Biryomumaisho informed the workshop that there
was need for apiculture stakeholders to meet again and review progress on the sector
priorities that had been set in the end of 2014 MSP. He reminded members of the six
priority areas for the sector players to concentrate on in 2015;
1. Continue with training ToTs & popularizing the national beekeepers training and
extension manual
2. Apiculture business development services (apiculture shopping centre & soft
loans)
3. Marketing platform (national honey week, trade promotions, exhibitions and
shows)
4. TUNADO was advised to open regional offices as a way of increasing service
delivery
5. Maintaining quality of hive products by finalizing and operationalizing the
Standard Operating Procedures (SoPs)
6. MAAIF to periodically update TUNADO on the progress of the National Apiculture
Policy
2.2 Rolling out TOTs to popularize the national beekeepers training and extension
manual
Ms. Alice Kangave, principal entomologist MAAIF thanked the people who were
involved in the process of simplifying the manual and those who financially supported
the process (Bees for Development and Swisscontact Uganda). She further informed
the meeting that it was agreed that the manual should be translated to six languages
and translating to one language would cost Ugx. 12M. She said that concepts had been
developed on the different groups of people to be trained. Mr. Joshua Kunya, a training
consultant presented to the MSP a concept on how to approach the exercise. The
concept looked at training beekeepers, Equipment manufacturers and hive products
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processors, and the cost of facilitating the process per region. He further pointed out
that the training content would be organized in qualification levels to prevent information
overload. He said that for the time being focus will be on level I which has skills
upgrade.
The subject attracted extended deliberation but much of the discussion was centered on
the need for beekeepers to come to the forefront and take center stage in the whole
exercise and the need to build sustainability in this very endeavor of establishing
beekeeping capacity.
There was an exercise led by Swisscontact,Caroline Asiimwe on “Who is going to do
what, who will pay for what and how will the TOTs be sustained”. Members were split
into 3 groups to discuss those questions.
There were specific suggestions and positions that were agreed on by the members
and these included;
 Participation in the Training of Trainers shall be by public expression of interest
whereby an advertisement shall be passed in the local papers and radio stations,
and people invited to apply.
 TUNADO shall do the selection while keeping in mind the interests of the
members including sustainability to select people who can continue with or
without development partners.
 The trainees will over time be assessed and issued with a worker‟s pass
 Swisscontact Uganda pledged to contribute funds to kick start the process in
central Uganda as TUNADO and MAAIF mobilise for more resources to facilitate
the process in other regions of the country.
 MAAIF will then publish the names of successful trainees on their website as the
certified trainers in apiculture.
 TOTs be attached to consultancy firms and established apiculture enterprises

2.3 The 6th Uganda National Honey Week
Ms. Phionah Birungi TUNADO Programme Manager said the event was to run under
the theme: “Transforming women & youth from subsistence to commercial
apiculture” and that it is slated to run during the period 24th – 29th August 2015 at
Forest Mall, Lugogo.
She explained that the concept of honey week followed a decision by apiculture MSP in
2008.. The primary value chain actors‟ demand to showcase their products and raise
awareness among the public on importance of apiculture in Uganda‟s agriculture and
economic development. TUNADO was charged with the responsibility of organising and
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coordinating the honey week. The first honey week exhibition in 2009 attracted only 3
exhibitors, since then the annual event has gained more visibility & strength with
stakeholders support with the most recent, 5thnational honey week took place on 25th30th August 2014 under the theme “Beekeeping for Human and Environmental
Health”. It attracted 90 exhibitors with over 8000 visitors. It took place at Kati Kati show
grounds. However, exhibitors did not like the place saying it was a bit hidden. The event
was proudly supported by: TRIAS, Swisscontact, Bees for Development, ICCO
(Agriskills for you), SNV, ZOA, Agriprofocus, Self Help Africa, Environmental Alert, The
Hunger Project and FAO.
She said the 6th national honey week is being organized under the theme
“Transforming women & youth from subsistence to commercial apiculture”. The
theme is purposed to create awareness on how women and youth can venture into
commercial apiculture enterprises than the usual subsistence. The rational being that
Uganda‟s population stands at 34 million (UBOS 2014) and is expected to double over
the next 20 years. Of these, 28 million are aged below 30 years and an estimated 8
million of these are aged between 18-30 years. Today, less than 1 in 100 youth and
women have been educated to degree level and majority of them are either jobless (1 in
every 5) and about (6 in every 10) are self-employed) UBOS 2014.
Creating economic opportunities for these youth and women is therefore necessary
given that they have no access to the kind of economic opportunities that lead to
sustainable livelihood improvement and development. Apiculture has in the past and
continues to present a huge opportunity to avert the current situation as an alternative
enterprise to transform women and youth‟s economic potential.
The specific objectives of the 2015 honey week will raise awareness on;
1. Unlocking the critical role of beekeeping to household income
2. Demonstrate the possibilities of transforming women and youth from subsistence
to commercial apiculture
3. Create a platform for women and youth to showcase, network and market their
products and services.
The Target participants include;
1. Youth and women wishing to join beekeeping
2. Beekeepers/honey producers
3. Processors and packers
4. Equipment manufacturers
5. Private sector, financial institutions
6. Civil society organisations, development partners, donors and government
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The planned Activities are;
1. Kampala popularization workshop
2. Regional workshops (Lira, Arua, Kotido, Mbarara, Mbale & Hoima) and
sensitization rally
3. Regional radio talk-shows
4. Press conference and media campaigns
5. Seminars and workshops
6. Exhibition of apiculture products
The main exhibition activities include;
1. Three (3) days 27-29/08/15 of showcasing products at Forest mall , Lugogo
2. Seminars , innovative platforms and excursion
3. Official opening of the event
4. Address from partners regarding sector support
5. Judging exercise
6. Closing ceremony - Awarding certificates

The Programme Manager announced event sponsorship and benefits as including
Platinum Sponsor – Shs10 M and above, Gold Sponsor – Shs7M – 9M, Silver
Sponsor – Shs4M – 6M, Silver Sponsor – Shs4M – 6M and Bronze Sponsor – 1.5M –
3.5M with each sponsorship category attracting different benefits.
For exhibition stall costs Members Single stall was going for Shs. 150,000 and double
stall Shs. 250,000. Nonmembers & sponsored exhibitors Single stall Shs. 300,000
Double Stall, Shs 500,000. Interested parties are to call: 0414258070 or Email:
info@tunadobees.org
Total Budget estimate for event announced at UGX 76, 900,000 to cover the following;
Event coordination UGX 8,100,000, Publicity & Promotions UGX 20,800,000, Venue,
Exhibitions UGX 38,600,000 and M&E Plus documentation UGX 9,400,000.
The total Expected Income for event was envisaged at UGX 79,750,000 from sell of
stall (Ugx 15,750,000), Materials e.g T-shirts (Ugx 10,000,000) and sponsorship (Ugx
54,000,000)

The members discussed the concept and made proposals including the possibility of
getting the exhibitors to put on TUNADO branded T-shirts, charging entry fees for
visitors and welcomed the idea of forest mall as venue for National Honey Week as
opposed to Kati Kati of 2014. Of all suggestions, the most outstanding and applauded
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was the need to reach out to school children so as to interest them in beekeeping at an
early age, and decentralizing the honey exhibition event in future. It was argued that
this will bring many achievements to the sector including the „real beekeepers‟ exhibiting
their hive products.
2.4 Packaging Material
George Okwir from Ashut Engineers Ltd was allowed to show off some of their
products. One that attracted most attention was a jerry-can like container capable of
being carried in many different ways and could be used to filter the honey. It was
welcomed as a good container but there were recommendations to redesign a few of its
features to make it suitable for honey and director Ainebyona Clives was requested to
work hand in hand with the manufacturers to guide the process of redesigning, label the
container that it is food grade plastic because it was absent, and make the same
container in smaller sizes of 5, 2 & 1litre respectively, else the initial design was for milk.
The company promised to attend the upcoming honey week event and to have
redesigned their container by then.
Several issues came up including the need to have beekeepers designing their
packaging container labels with the assistance of branding experts with good
knowledge of the market.
2.5 Criteria for best apiculture enterprise selection
Phionah Birungi, the Programme Manager TUNADO announced that TUNADO and
MAAIF in partnership with Swisscontact Uganda, Trias, Oxfam Novib and other MSP
members are planning to award the best apiaries in each of the seven TUNADO regions
in Uganda. This is meant to initiate competitiveness among the beekeepers. The
essence here is to motivate and appreciate those with best practices at the same time
documenting such practices for replication elsewhere. Additionally the awarded best
apiaries will act as demonstration and learning centres within their regions.
Radio announcements will be placed on UBC radio and the most prominent regional
radio stations, where calls for beekeepers with 20 and above beehives will be asked to
register their apiaries to enter into a competition for best apiculture enterprises.

Members discussed the proposal at length in their groups and appended appropriate
scores. The agreed upon selection criteria was as follows;
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1. Apiary visibility (fencing, sign post, shade, forage, hives arrangement and water
point source)-10%
2. Hive technology (number of beehives, any type of beehive is acceptable)-8%
3. Apiary management practices (space between hives, apiary cleanliness, pest
control methods in place, supportive bee forage, numbering/naming hives-25%
4. Hive status (colonisation rate, colony strength)-10%
5. Record keeping (consistent record keeping, receipt books, sales accounts)-10%
6. Storage facilities(food grade containers, hygiene of the room, bee-proof room10%
7. Harvesting equipment (harvesting gears, hive tools & air-tight buckets)-10%
8. Innovativeness (research, number of hive products being harvested)-12%
9. Member of TUNADO -5%
Other suggestions on the selection criteria included;
 Any technology of the beehive should be accepted as appropriate in selecting the
leading beekeepers.
 A minimum of 20 colonies was set as an entry prerequisite.
 Knowledge of the area, “who else is doing what the beekeeper is doing”
 Making one‟s apiary a commercial place delivering other pecuniary benefits
beyond honey and beeswax
2.6 Brief on the loaning part of SAIL-Uganda (Oxfam Novib funded) and ESOEP (Trias
funded)
Phionah Birungi, the Programme Manager TUNADO informed the MSP that one of the
identified sector priority issues in the end of 2014 MSP was credit access for honey
value chain actors and as such, TUNADO took it upon herself to engage development
partners to identify funds which members could borrow. Trias through ESOEP
committed Ugx. 235,459,200 for lending to TUNADO members and Oxfam Novib
through SAIL-Uganda project committed Ugx. 50,000,000 for lending to trading hubs
and honey buyers in Lira and Kotido districts, all totaling to Ugx. 285,459,200, and as
such, TUNADO has engaged several financial institutions such as Hofokam, Madfa
Sacco, Dfcu bank, Nyaravur Sacco and Ugafode Microfinance Ltd for them to develop a
financial product for apiculture before the money is disbursed to them for lending to
members at a reduced interest rate.
She further informed the MSP that a list of TUNADO members was forwarded to
financial institutions for assessment after which it is hoped that the process will assist
them in developing the financial product.
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Members welcomed this development with a round of applause for TUNADO with some
suggesting fronting SACCOs which they belong to for consideration among those to
receive the money. It was agreed that once the product is developed, members would
be informed using the various channels at TUNADO‟s disposal.
3.0 Highlight of the major issues generated
The rapporteur briefed the MSP on the major issues generated as follows:












Members interested in being trained as TOTs to pay their training fees as maybe
determined by MAAIF and TUNADO
MAAIF and TUNADO to certify the trainees as national trainers and have their
names published on the MAAIF and TUNADO website as certified national
trainers in apiculture
TUNADO members agreed to nominate their staff as trainees for TOTs
All exhibitors at the 6th national honey week to put on TUNADO branded T-shirts
National honey week‟s activities should include outreach to school children to
interest them in beekeeping at a tender age
Visitors should not pay entrance fees because honey week is still being
popularized
Packaging container to be redesigned to make it suitable for honey by removing
corners and make smaller versions of it as well and include food grade label on it
Members reviewed the selection criteria for awarding best apiaries and
appended scores to every sub-section of the criteria and suggested
organisations that should be on the inspection committee (MAAIF, TUNADO,
Trainers)
Members to be informed when the apiculture financial product is developed and
funds have been disbursed to the selected financial institution

4.0 Closing remarks
The vice chairperson TUNADO Ms Evas Mugabi thanked members for taking time off
their busy schedules to attend the MSP and informed them that their time was not
wasted because it was meant to develop the sector.
The MSP was adjourned at 4:15pm.
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5.0 Appendices

Appendix 1: Pictorial

Principle entomologist MAAIF, Alice Asiimwe Caroline of Swiss Contact
Kangave presenting on how to roll out taking
the
participants
through
the training manual
comments on ToTs

Aryodi Bee farm director, Robert Members during a group work session
Okodia giving his view on awarding
best apiaries
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Appendix 2: MSP Program
Beginning of year MSP Program 16th April 2015 - UNFFE HALL
Time

Activity

Responsible

08:30-09:00

Registration

TUNADO

09:00-09:30

Welcome remarks

Chairman –TUNADO

09:30-10:00

Reflection on MSP agreed sector priority issues for 2015

ED-TUNADO

Popularizing the national beekeepers training and extension manual
10:00-10:30



10:30-11:00
10:30-11:00

Rolling out the training manual and training ToTs

Alice-MAAIF

Comments and suggestions

David SCU

Coffee/Tea Break

Marketing platform
11:00- 11:30



National Honey week

Programme
– TUNADO

11:30-12:00



Packaging material

William Matovu

12:00-12:30



Comments and suggestions

Ben-SHA

12.30- 01.45

Manager

Lunch

Apiculture business development services
01:45 -02:20



Criteria for Best apiculture enterprise selection

02:20-02:40



Brief on the loaning part of SAIL-Uganda (Oxfam JICAHWA, Gola and
TUNADO (Phionah)
Novib funded) and ESOEP (Trias funded)

02:40-03:30



Comments and suggestions

Trias/Oxfam

03:30-04:00



Highlight of major issues generated

Rapporteur
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ED - TUNADO

Appendix 3: attendance lists
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